to acquire, use, comprehend and produce language. The discipline is mainly concerned with the mechanisms in which languages are processed and represented in the brain.

Psycholinguistics has roots in education and philosophy, and it covers the ‘cognitive processes’ that make it possible to generate a grammatical and meaningful sentence out of vocabulary and grammatical structures, as well as the processes that enable to understand utterances, words, text, etc. Developmental psycholinguistics studies children’s ability to learn language.

**Conclusion.** Due to all presented in the article ideas, we can conclude that linguistics is a science that covers a lot of branches. One can say with certainty that linguistics is closely linked to philosophy. Linguistics can not be attributed to just one realm. Linguistics is a very broad discipline, it includes many different approaches to the study of language. Linguistics is a multi-faceted science that can be study throughout life.
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**BIOMORPHIC CODE OF CULTURE IN THE PHRASEOLOGY OF ENGLISH, UKRAINIAN AND RUSSIAN: A COMPARATIVE ASPECT**

**Introduction.** Phraseologisms are an integral part of our life and culture. We use them every day, although we do not notice it.

**The objective of the paper** is to find out what the culture code and its types are.

**Review of recent publications.** Different scholars define several definitions of the cultural code. In linguacultural studies, cultural codes are interpreted as a “grid” which culture “throws” into the world, divides, categorizes, structures and evaluates them. Under the culture, they understand the space of cultural meanings and codes –
secondary sign systems that use the material and formal means to encode valuable content. Coded in various ways, cultural meanings in general constitute a picture of the world representing the outlook of the linguistic community. D. Gudkov and M. Kovshova define the code of culture as a system of signs of the material and spiritual world, representing the cultural meanings that are “read” in these signs. Such signs can have both verbal and material nature.

**Results of the research.** We will use V. Krasnyh’s classification of culture codes, which distinguishes the following thematic codes of culture:

- **somatic** – correlated through the notation of humanization in space;
- **time** – correlated with the division of the axis of time and place of man on it;
- **subject** – related to the objects of the outside world;
- **biomorphic** – correlates with the images of plants and animals;
- **spiritual** – correlates with cultural values.

**The biomorphic code of culture** is a code that is associated with living creatures that inhabit the world around us. It is a graphic representation of a person's representation of the world of animals and the world of plants [Krasnyh 2001, Savchenko 2013]. Traditionally, zoomorphic and phytomorphic codes of culture are separated within the biomorphic boundary. Phraseologisms with the zoonom component are associated with the spiritual culture of the people, and their components are related to the zoomorphic cultural code, since the names of animals and their parts of the body are interpreted as signs of the language of culture, indicating a certain complex of human qualities. Phraseologisms with the phytonym component are phraseologisms in which there are plant images that are metaphorically re-thought and actively used by humans to characterize the environment and other human beings.

**Zoomorphic code of phraseologisms.** It is known from ancient times that the animal world for a person was like “second self”, because everything that happened in the fauna, imprinted on a person, its external and internal world, behavior and character. A number of phraseologisms with a zoonom component is associated with the spiritual culture of the people, and their components relate to the zoomorphic code of culture, since the names of animals and their parts of the body are interpreted as signs of the language of culture, indicating a certain complex of qualities. All faunonyms can be grouped into the following thematic classes: ornithonami (birds), triion (animals), ichthiones (fish), insectonies (insects), respectively, having selected such subcodes – ornithonim, triionimny, ichthyonomny, insectonymny, herpetonic, amphibious, cardioimmune.

**Phytomorphic phraseology code.** The plant world has always played an important role in the people’s lives. From ancient times, plants were widely used during various ceremonies, which became an ethno-cultural substrate as a base for the emergence of a number of phraseological units, components of which are related to phytonymy. As it was mentioned above, the thematic classification of all phytonemuses makes it possible to distinguish on the basis of the appropriate terminology, the nominative herbicide (on the designation of herbaceous plants), dendron (on the designation of trees), fruity acetone (in the designation of bushes), phytocenoses (on the designation of vegetation arrays). On the basis of consolidation
in a culture of symbolic significance for a number of plants, we distinguish herboneous, dendromous, fruity-acetone, phytocenological subcode.

A few phraseological units that are common to the three languages in definitions are presented:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Ukrainian</th>
<th>Russian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><strong>Forest for the trees</strong></td>
<td><strong>НЕ БАЧИТИ ЗАДЕРЖВАМИ ЛІСУ. Не помічати за дрібним частковим важливого, основного. Критика на адресу деяких письменників, які надмірно згустили в своїх творах темні фарби в зображенні нашого життя..., справедливо відзначає перш за все те, що ці письменники не бачать за деревами лісу (М. Рильський)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ЗА ДЕРЕВЬЯМИ НЕ ВИДЕТЬ ЛЕСА. Книжн. Обращая внимание на второстепенное, не замечать главного. Нет, он не отрицал начисто. Отдельные недостатки, говорил он, надо выжигать калёным железом. Но ведь нельзя же за деревьями не видеть леса (В. Надеин. Ведь порою и ворчанье...)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><strong>Grab the bull by its horns</strong></td>
<td><strong>БРАТИ/ВЗЯТИ БИКА ЗА РОГИ. Починати діяти з головного, енергійно, рішуче. Мало, Микито, зробив, можна було більше і краще, треба було тільки сміливіше брати бика за роги (О. Гончар); Він думав про те, що дальші успіхи залежать від його уміння орієнтуватися. Якщо він зразу ж не візьме бика за роги – не бачити йому ніякого підвищення, як власного вуха (М.Ю. Тарновський).</strong></td>
<td><strong>БРАТЬ БЫКА ЗА РОГА. ВЗЯТЬ БЫКА ЗА РОГА. Экспрес. Начинать действовать решительно и энергично, с самого главного. Наскучив за день несколькими неудачными атаками на обе роты, немцы решили взять быка за рога и неожиданно... бросились прямо к командному пункту батальона (К. Симонов. Дни и ночи).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Black sheep</strong></td>
<td><strong>БІЛА ВОРОНА. Той, хто виділяється серед інших чимсь незвичайним, зовсім не схожий на інших. Не</strong></td>
<td><strong>БЕЛАЯ ВОРОНА. Ирон. Человек, резко выделяющийся чем-либо среди окружающих его</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>behaviour or character is not good enough</td>
<td>дуже любі ті, хто білу серед нас нагадує ворону (М. Рильський); В гурті окупантів Шольц видався йому білою вороною (С. Голованівський); — До дідька самоту! Доволі вже вдавати з тебе білу ворону! Буду такий, як всі! (М. Понеділок).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it can be noted, the last definition in English differs from the Ukrainian and Russian equivalents (sheep - crow), but the meaning remains the same: it is a person who differs from others in a particular social circle.

**Conclusion.** There are various cultural codes that have been evolved over time and the influence of the surrounding world on person. These cultural codes are divided into: somatic, time, subject, biomorphic, spiritual. The biomorphic code is divided into zoomorphic and phytomorphic. Such phraseologisms are still found in our lives and require a more detailed study, because in linguistics there is no corpus of verbalization of the biomorphic code of culture based on English, Ukrainian and Russian languages and this is the culture of our people.
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Introduction. The proper nouns translation problem is familiar to any translator. This issue is especially significant when translating the literature of the fantasy genre, because the specificity of such a genre implies the presence of the names of creatures, places, objects, etc. that have no equivalents in other languages. The J. K. Rowling’s novel “Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone” is a good example of such kind of literature.

Objective of the paper is to find out what methods of translation were used during translation of the proper names in the novel “Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone” into Ukrainian and Polish and with what frequency.

The paper suggests the following tasks:
- to study the existing research in the field of lexical unit translation in general, and proper nouns translation in particular;
- to review the scientific works on the theory of databases:
- to compare the text of the novel “Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone” by J. K. Rowling and its Ukrainian translation by Victor Morozov as well as its Polish translation by Andrzej Polkowski;
- to create a spreadsheet in .xlsx format (MS Excel) with examples of translation of proper names;
- to analyze the results.

The Oxford English Dictionary defines a proper noun as a “name used for an individual person, place, or organization, spelled with an initial capital letter” [4].

Results of the research. According to D. Yermolovych proper nouns serve for a special, individual designation of the subject, regardless of the situation described and without compulsory clarifying definitions and perform the function of the individualizing nomination [2: 9].

From the point of view of the practice of translation, all lexical and phraseological units are divided into: 1) equivalent or partially equivalent and 2) non-equivalent [3: 279]. The proper names, which do not have constant correspondences in the lexicon of another language, refer to non-equivalent lexical units [1: 94]. For